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Abstract— Two dimensional barcodes are wide used as an 

interface to attach potential customers and promotional 

material contents. However, the looks of a traditional 2nd 

barcode pattern is usually too obtrusive for group action into 

an esthetically designed promotional material. Besides, no 

human decipherable info is provided before the barcode is 

with success decoded. This paper proposes a brand new 

picture-embedding 2D barcode, known as PiCode, which 

mitigates these two limitations by mobilization a scannable 

2D barcode with a picturesque look. PiCode is intended with 

careful concerns on each the sensory activity quality of the 

embedded image and therefore the decipherment lustiness of 

the encoded message. Comparisons with existing beautified 

2nd barcodes show that PiCode achieves one among the 

simplest sensory activity quality for the embedded image, 

and maintains a more robust trade-off between image 

quality and decipherment lustiness in varied application 

conditions. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, two-dimensional (2D) barcodes area unit wide 

utilized in the packaging business as a bridge to link the 

offline and on-line contents. In such AN application, a 

second barcode cryptography a product promotion internet 

link is usually hooked up to a commercial to interact 

customers and also the mobile with ever increasing process 

power and imaging capability is utilized as a second barcode 

capturing and cryptography device. Potential customers will 

handily retrieve more info regarding a commercial by 

scanning the barcode with their mobile phones. This method 

merely involves initiating appropriate barcode scanning 

mobile code and informs the phone camera towards the 

barcode. However, the standard second barcodes, like fast 

Response (QR) code and information Matrix code aren't 

originally designed for mobile barcode applications. Firstly, 

{they area unit they’re} of binary look that isn't perceptually 

enticing and are too obtrusive to be integrated with colorful 

and aesthetic packaging contents. Secondly, no visual hint 

regarding the encoded info content is provided before a 

winning cryptography is accomplished. These 2 problems 

limit the potential client’s interest in scanning the barcode  

and scale back the prospect of winning customer 

engagement.    

The key novel aspects of the planned PiCode 

system, compared with existing second barcode styles, area 

unit summarized as follows. 

1) Major encoder enhancements for maintaining a high 

sensory activity quality of the embedded image.  

2) Major decoder enhancements for achieving high 

cryptography lustiness within the presence of image 

embedding. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Rub Mufiiz et.al. (1999) [2] has propounded a method for 

barcodes that area unit utilized in many various applications 

and environments. for many applications, like access 

management, worth calculation, etc., a hand-held scanner is 

enough, however in different environments wherever the 

degree of data is extremely high and time is essential, 

hardware scanners aren‘t the simplest alternative. In such 

things, u powerful package barcode readers will method the 

barcode reader’s gift in a very scanned document while not 

human interaction. The foremost unremarkably approach 

wont to implement this type of package scanners is to 

simulate the hand held scanner behavior by tracing one or 

additional lines (the hardware optical device beam) and live 

the breadth of the barcodes lines and areas. These strategies 

gift a significant handicap, since they're sensitive to ultimate 

noise (human signatures, marks) that may be gift in a very 

code. During this paper gift a technique supported the 

Hough rework that solves the matter mentioned before, 

which is often simply custom-made to scan any I-D barcode. 

Devi Parikh et.al. (2000) [1] has mentioned a 

Localization and Segmentation of A 2nd High capability 

Color Barcode employing a 2nd color barcode will hold far 

more info than a binary barcode. Barcodes square measure 

typically meant for client use wherever employing a 

telephone, a client will take a picture of a barcode on a 

product, and retrieve relevant info regarding the 

merchandise. The barcode should be scan exploitation pc 

vision techniques. Where as a color barcode will hold a lot 

of info, it makes this vision task in client eventualities 

outstandingly difficult. Our approach to the localization and 

segmentation of a 2nd color barcode in such difficult 

eventualities, at the side of its analysis on a various 

assortment of pictures of Microsoft’s recently launched 

High capability Color Barcode (HCCB) is conferred. The 

distinctive attribute of barcode reading: the barcode decoder 

will provide the vision rule feedback, and develop a 

progressive strategy to attain each high accuracy in 

numerous eventualities likewise as machine potency is 

exploited. 

Dynasty Wang et.al. (2004) [5] has introduced a 

picture Quality Assessment: From Error Visibility to 

Structural Similarity with AN Objective methodology for 

assessing sensory activity image quality historically tried to 

quantify the visibility of errors (differences) between a 

distorted image and a reference image employing a sort of 

known  properties of the human sensory system. Beneath the 

belief that human seeing is extremely custom-made for 

extracting structural info from a scene, an alternate 

complementary framework for quality assessment supported 

the degradation of structural info is introduced. As a 

selected example of this idea, a Structural Similarity Index 

and demonstrate its promise through a collection of intuitive 

examples square measure developed, likewise as 
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comparison to each subjective ratings and progressive 

objective strategies on a information of pictures compressed 

with JPEG. 

Eisaku Ohbuchi et.al. (2004) [6] has represented a 

Barcode Readers victimization the Camera Device in 

Mobile Phones. New algorithms and also the 

implementations of image reorganization for EAN/QR 

barcodes in mobile phones is planned. The portable system 

used here consists of a camera, mobile application 

processor, digital signal processor (DSP), and show device, 

and also the supply image is captured by the embedded 

camera device.  The introduced formula is predicated on the 

code space found by four corners detection for 2nd barcode 

and spiral scanning for 1D barcode victimization the 

embedded DSP. This formula is powerful for sensible things 

and also the DSP has god enough perfor4mance for the 

period of time recognition of the codes. The performance of 

our image process is sixty six.7 frames / sec for EAN code 

and fourteen.1 frames / sec for QR code image process, and 

this can be comfortable performance for sensible use. The 

free portable had performance of 5-10 frames / sec together 

with OS and scheme overheads.  

ZachiBaharav et.al. (2005) [3] has propounded a 

visually important QR Codes: Image mixing and applied 

math Analysis. A QR codes square measure wide used as a 

method of transfer matter data, like emails, hyperlinks, or 

phone numbers, through pictures that square measure 

understood employing a Smartphone camera. The codes 

take up valuable area in medium. The random look of QR 

codes not solely detracts from the assembly values of the 

advert during which they seem, however the codes also are 

visually insignificant within the sense that a person's cannot 

tell apart the seller, brand, or purpose of the code simply by 

staring at it, while not the help of scanning package. The 

neither the aesthetics nor the visual significance of the code 

matter for scanning functions, they are doing matter for 

advertising layout and, a lot of significantly, will give 

valuable complete distinction. During this paper, however 

the visually important QR code is also obtained by image 

mixing. in contrast to varied ad-hoc ways that are planned 

by others, our methodology leaves utterly intact the error 

correction budget of the code. Our methodology permits 

pictures as various as company logos and family pictures to 

be embedded within the code fully color. An in depth 

applied math analysis of the tactic to point out the result of 

mixing on error rates in droning environments are provided.  

Satoshi musician et.al. (2008) [7] has planned a 

system for decorating 2-dimensional barcode with some 

illustrations within the code while not detracting machine-

readability and hold on data. The planned system formulates 

the task of finding applicable positions, scales, and angles of 

illustrations, and solves the task by victimization real-coded 

genetic formula. The planned system additionally uses 

multiple barcode decrypt with the aim of rising decode 

feasibleness of the embellished barcode. Experiments have 

shown that the planned system will enhance barcodes with 3 

illustrations, which victimization quite one decoder will 

improve coding feasibleness of the embellished barcodes. 

Toshihiko Wakahara et.al. (2011) [4] has 

mentioned a picture process of 2-Dimensional Barcode. A 

QR (Quick Response) codes that are often used with 

progress of the web and introducing the QR decryption 

perform within the cell phone. A Universal Product Code 

shows a {private variety number positive identification} 

(ID) by this number essentially. Because the quantity of data 

encoded by one-dimensional bar codes is restricted, two-

dimensional bar codes are developed. This paper presents 

the dotted image or image multiplexing technique over the 

QR writing and therefore the analysis of the redundancy 

characteristics of the QR writing. Then, the animation 

technique of image QR code is given. The example of the 

QR Editor for creating the QR code with the dotted footage 

or image has been developed and therefore the dotted 

footage reading characteristics are confirmed by the cell 

phone barcode reader. 

Luis F. F. Belussi et.al. (2011) has represented a 

quick QR Code Detection in randomly no heritable pictures. 

The detection of QR codes may be done by scanning the 

image victimization sensible phone that lightness the 

knowledge. However, several necessary applications like 

those connected with accessibility technologies or AI 

depends on initial police work the presence of a barcode in 

associate setting. use Viola-Jones fast discover the 

knowledge gathered from the item. 

Gonzalo J. Garateguy et.al. (2011) [9] has 

introduced QR Images: Optimized Image Embedding in QR 

Codes. a plan of QR pictures, associate automatic technique 

to implant QR codes into color pictures with delimited 

likelihood of detection error. These embeddings are 

compatible with customary decryption applications and 

might be applied to any color image with full space 

coverage. QR data bits are encoded into the brightness level 

values of the image, taking advantage of the immunity of 

QR readers against native brightness level disturbances. To 

mitigate the visual distortion of the QR image, the 

algorithmic program utilizes half toning masks for the 

choice of changed pixels and nonlinear programming 

techniques to domestically optimize brightness level levels. 

A tractable model for the likelihood of error is developed 

and models of the human sensory system are thought of 

within the quality metric accustomed optimizes the 

brightness level levels of the QR image. so as to reduce the 

interval, the optimization techniques planned take under 

consideration the mechanics of a standard binarization 

technique and are designed to be amenable for parallel 

implementations. Experimental results show the sleek 

degradation of the decryption rate and therefore the sensory 

activity quality as a perform the embedding parameters. a 

visible comparison between the planned and existing ways 

is given.  

Huijuan rule et.al. (2012) [10] has planned 

Binarization of Low-Quality Barcode pictures Captured by 

Mobile Phones victimization native Window of reconciling 

Location and Size. It is troublesome to directly apply 

existing binarization approaches to the barcode pictures 

captured by mobile device because of their caliber. This 

paper proposes a unique theme for the binarization of such 

pictures. The barcode and background regions are 

differentiated by the amount of edge pixels during a search 

window. In contrast to existing approaches that center the 

constituent to be binaries with a window of fastened size, 

propose to shift the window center to the closest edge 
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constituent so the balance of the amount of object and 

background pixels may be achieved. The window size is 

reconciling either to the minimum distance to edges or 

minimum part dimension within the barcode. The brink is 

calculated victimization the statistics within the window. 

Our planned technique has incontestable its capability in 

handling the non-uniform illumination drawback and 

therefore the size variation of objects. Experimental results 

conducted on 350 pictures captured by 5 mobile phones 

come through} regarding 100 percent of recognition rate in 

good lighting conditions, and regarding ninety fifth and 

eighty three in unhealthy lighting conditions. Comparisons 

created with 9 existing binarization ways demonstrate the 

advancement of our planned theme.  

III. CONCLUSION 

This paper has designed a unique picturesque second 

barcode, named the PiCode. Comparison with existing 

beautified QR codes, it provides one in every of the simplest 

sensory activity quality in conserving the aesthetic look of 

the embedded image, whereas maintains the cryptography 

lustiness. It’s achieved by the look of barcode pattern and 

higher cryptography algorithms. The PiCode is meant with 

less obtrusive mounted patterns to avoid distortions on the 

embedded image, and a modulation theme that represents 

the information bit price adaptively with the embedded 

image intensity. On the opposite hand, some key steps of the 

cryptography method have additionally been developed to 

ensure the cryptography lustiness together with the coarse-

fine corner detection, module alignment with barcode and 

reception with info from all pixels in every module. 

Comparisons with the prevailing beautified QR codes by 

experimental results show that PiCode has maintained a 

higher trade-off between the sensory activity quality and 

therefore the cryptography lustiness (or normalized 

knowledge capacity). 
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